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Abstract
System auditing is a crucial technique for detecting APT at-
tacks. However, attackers may try to compromise the system
auditing frameworks to conceal their malicious activities. In
this paper, we present a comprehensive and systematic study
of the super producer threat in auditing frameworks, which
enables attackers to either corrupt the auditing framework or
paralyze the entire system. We analyze that the main cause
of the super producer threat is the lack of data isolation in
the centralized architecture of existing solutions. To address
this threat, we propose a novel auditing framework, NODROP,
which isolates provenance data generated by different pro-
cesses with a threadlet-based architecture design. Our evalu-
ation demonstrates that NODROP can ensure the integrity of
the auditing frameworks while achieving an average 6.58%
higher application overhead compared to vanilla Linux and
6.30% lower application overhead compared to a state-of-
the-art commercial auditing framework, Sysdig across eight
different hardware configurations.

1 Introduction

Auditing frameworks, such as Linux Audit [79] or Sys-
dig [20], play a vital role in provenance analysis systems
for enterprise security. Many companies build Security Op-
erations Centers (SOC) [2, 6, 9, 10, 15, 25, 35] based on au-
diting frameworks. Moreover, a large body of research work
uses auditing frameworks to develop intrusion detection sys-
tems [6,16,18,19,27,38,41–43,46,56,90,93,108]. We expect
this topic to remain relevant for both industry and academia
due to the amount of related work.

Unsurprisingly, attackers are engaged in compromising au-
diting frameworks. Recent studies have also shown that attack-
ers compromise the kernel module of auditing frameworks
to prevent attack traces from being recorded. Paccagnella et
al. [86] proposed a race condition attack in which an attacker
with root privileges can compromise the kernel module of
auditing frameworks to hide their malicious actions. To pro-
tect the kernel module of auditing frameworks, researchers

have proposed multiple approaches, such as Hardlog [14],
KennyLoggings [86], and QuickLog [45]. There are also
many user-space attacks that mainly involve log tampering
[21, 24, 39, 81]. Meanwhile, several cryptographic-based ap-
proaches have been proposed to secure the user space trans-
mission and storage of logs [8, 28, 52, 85].

In addition to the vulnerabilities mentioned above, this
paper concentrates on the super producer threat. This threat
does not require attackers to have root privileges to launch
attacks on the kernel module. In essence, the attacker can
either disable provenance data collectors or intensify DoS
attacks on the system under observation by creating a super
producer, a process that produces a large number of system
provenance events in a brief span of time, with user privilege.

Specifically, by generating a large amount of provenance
data that auditing frameworks cannot process in time with
a reasonable amount of system resources, a super producer
puts the current auditing framework into the data integrity vs.
efficiency dilemma. On one hand, auditing frameworks may
adopt the pro-performance strategy [20, 26, 79], which drops
system events if there is too much provenance data. However,
under this strategy, attackers may launch the Provenance De-
nial of Service (PDoS) attack, in which the attacker uses the
super producer to evict the events of malicious behaviors from
the event buffers of auditing frameworks. On the other hand,
auditing frameworks may adopt the pro-integrity strategy [1],
which elastically allocates sufficient resources to ensure that
all provenance data can be processed in time. Unfortunately,
this strategy may lead to the Provenance Assisted Denial of
Service (PADoS) attack, in which attackers exploit the pro-
integrity strategy to degrade the performance of the whole
system, amplifying the DoS attack on the server. Notably, the
PADoS attack can even break the protection of cgroup.

The main reason for the super producer threat is that the de-
sign of existing auditing frameworks breaks the resource and
logic isolation of processes, which is critical for modern OSes
to achieve high performance for concurrent tasks. Existing
solutions collect system events by intercepting system calls
in the OS kernel and then processing the collected events in a
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centralized user-space collector [1,20,26,79]. The centralized
collector handles provenance data equally regardless of the
priority, importance, and resource quota of the processes that
generate the provenance data. Therefore, a super producer can
generate a massive amount of provenance data that occupies
all the processing power of the centralized handler and causes
the “data integrity vs. efficiency dilemma”.

In this paper, we present a comprehensive analysis of the
super producer threat and propose a novel auditing frame-
work, NODROP, that balances the trade-off between “data
integrity and efficiency”. Specifically, NODROP surpasses
existing solutions in two aspects. First, it guarantees the in-
tegrity of provenance data. NODROP records all provenance
data faithfully regardless of the workload. Therefore, a super
producer cannot conceal the traces of attacks by generating
too many system events, thus mitigating the PDoS attack. Sec-
ond, NODROP prevents the super producer from degrading
the performance of the whole system, avoiding the PADoS
attack.

The key insight of our design is to provide isolation to the
provenance data collector so that each process consumes its
own resource quota to handle the provenance data generated
by itself. The logic behind this design is as follows. Like
user-space log events (e.g., log4j events), provenance events
reflect the status of the running processes. Thus, provenance
data should be considered as the logs of the corresponding
processes, instead of the OS. Therefore, each process should
spend its own resource quota to handle the provenance data it
generates.

By isolating the provenance data of each process, we can
naturally mitigate the super producer threat. This way, a pro-
cess that generates a huge amount of provenance data in a
short time can only affect its own performance, since it has
a limited resource quota. It also cannot interfere with the
processing power of other processes. Therefore, the super
producer cannot stop the system from recording provenance
events of attacks by overwhelming the auditing frameworks.

The main challenge of isolating provenance data from dif-
ferent processes is to achieve efficiency. We use a threadlet-
based approach that inserts the provenance data processing
logic into the memory of running applications. This approach
leverages the process isolation strategy of the OS directly,
eliminating the extra overhead of adding a new isolation strat-
egy to the auditing framework. This approach also reduces
process scheduling and its associated cache miss costs.

We thoroughly evaluate NODROP with eight different
hardware configurations and five baselines. Our evaluation
shows that NODROP faithfully records all provenance data,
preventing the PDoS attack. On the contrary, current pro-
performance auditing frameworks (i.e., Sysdig) can drop up to
90% of provenance data while the super producer is running.
NODROP can also prevent the PADoS attack. Specifically,
NODROP only slows down three popular applications by 4.0%
on average, regardless of the workload generated by the su-

per producer. For comparison, existing pro-integrity auditing
frameworks can slow down the applications by up to 59.1%
on average. More importantly, when the super producer in-
creases its workload, the application performance decreases
accordingly with existing auditing frameworks. NODROP is
also efficient compared with the SOTA pro-performance col-
lector, Sysdig. NODROP has, on average, 6.30% less applica-
tion overhead than Sysdig. In summary, our evaluation proves
that NODROP can address the super producer threat while
incurring lower system overhead than existing auditing frame-
works.

To sum up, this paper makes the following contributions:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first thorough
systematic study on the super producer threat and related
attacks to auditing frameworks.

• We identify that the root cause of the super producer
threat is the lack of resource isolation in the user space
component of existing auditing frameworks.

• To address the super producer threat, we propose a novel
auditing framework NODROP that efficiently isolates
resources for provenance data handling by enforcing
processes to consume their own resource quota to handle
the provenance data generated by themselves.

• Extensive experiments demonstrate that NODROP can ad-
dress the super producer threat, as well as its efficiency.

Availability: NODROP is available at: https://github.c
om/PKU-ASAL/NoDrop

2 Background

Auditing frameworks are the fundamental part of provenance
analysis [57], which is a technique that monitors system ac-
tivities to detect and investigate attacks [29, 31, 97, 98]. Pop-
ular auditing frameworks include Sysdig [20], LTTng [26],
and Linux Audit [79]. These three auditing frameworks are
the most widely cited in provenance-based detection solu-
tions [29,31,36,41,43,48,55,60,61,97,98,105,106,108,109].
Besides, there are more recent auditing frameworks from
academia, including Camflow [1, 90], Hardlog [14], Kenny-
Loggings [86], and QuickLog [45]. We thoroughly investigate
the auditing frameworks published in industry and academia
in recent years. We summarized the auditing frameworks in
Table 1.

The existing auditing framework has a “centralized” ar-
chitecture [1, 20, 26, 79], as Figure 1 shows. This framework
intercepts provenance events through a kernel module and
digests them based on user-specified rules (e.g., sending the
provenance data to a remote log server or storing it to local
files) in a centralized user-space module, called collector.
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Table 1: A comparison of auditing frameworks. * means the collector is implemented by us. Per-core thread means each CPU
core has a dedicated processing thread for provenance data. Per-core buffer means each CPU core has a dedicated event buffer.

Name Computation isolation Data isolation Synchronization Strategy

Sysdig [29, 31, 36, 97, 98, 106] Single thread Per-core buffer Asynchronous pro-performance
Linux Audit [41, 43, 48, 108, 109] Single thread Single buffer Asynchronous pro-performance

LTTng [55, 60, 61, 105] Single thread Per-core buffer Asynchronous pro-performance
Camflow [40, 90, 91] Per-core thread Per-core buffer Asynchronous pro-integrity
KennyLoggings [86] Single thread Single buffer Asynchronous pro-performance

Hardlog [14] Single thread Single buffer Synchronous pro-performance
QuickLog [45] Single thread Single buffer Asynchronous pro-performance

Sysdig-Camflow* Per-core thread Per-core buffer Asynchronous pro-integrity
Sysdig-Integrity* Single thread Per-core buffer Synchronous pro-integrity

NODROP * Per-thread threadlet Per-threadlet buffer Synchronous performance and integrity

Current auditing frameworks mainly differ in how they han-
dle massive amounts of provenance data. They adopt two
strategies: pro-performance and pro-integrity.

Several solutions, such as Sysdig [20], Linux Audit [79],
and LTTng [26], follow the “pro-performance” strategy. The
rationale behind this strategy is that the auditing framework
should minimize the system run-time overhead and maintain
the performance of critical services on the monitored host.
Current solutions limit the CPU usage of the auditing frame-
work by allowing only one collector thread. If this thread
cannot process all the provenance events in time, it will either
stop receiving events or drop them.

Solutions that adopt the “pro-integrity” strategy [1, 90] try
to allocate enough resources to the auditing framework to
handle all the provenance events. For instance, Camflow [90]
uses a multi-threaded model that dynamically allocates com-
putational resources based on the provenance data generation
speed.

3 The Super Producer Threat

The existing auditing frameworks use a centralized architec-
ture that exposes them to the super producer threat. This threat
occurs when an attacker exploits a super producer to consume
the computational resources of other processes, breaking the
logic and resource isolation between them. As a result, current
auditing frameworks face a dilemma between data integrity
and efficiency.

Figure 1 illustrates the super producer threat and the “data-
integrity vs. efficiency” dilemma. The figure shows three
user-space applications (the super producer, the malware, and
the Nginx server) and an auditing framework that processes
all the provenance data of these applications. The arrows
indicate the direction of provenance data flow, and the width
of the arrows reflects the amount of provenance data.

The super producer produces considerable system prove-
nance data that exhausts the collector’s computation capacity.
As a result, the collector either drops the provenance data of

other applications or competes for more computational re-
sources, implicitly breaking the resource quota of each appli-
cation. Thus, it becomes feasible to exploit PDoS and PADoS
attacks.

The pro-performance strategy restricts the resource quota
of the collector to prevent performance degradation of the
whole system [20, 26, 79], but this exposes the system to the
PDoS attack. Figure 1 shows that the collector’s limited re-
sources cannot cope with the high rate of provenance data
generation by the super producer, and the collector will drop
events when overloaded. Moreover, the collector does not sep-
arate the provenance data from different applications, so other
critical provenance events of the malware may be evicted,
enabling the attackers to conceal the malware from detection.

The pro-integrity strategy gives the collector more re-
sources to prevent the loss of provenance data [40,91], but this
exposes the system to the PADoS attack. Figure 1 shows how
the collector consumes more resources to handle all prove-
nance events, while the resources of other applications are
reduced accordingly, resulting in significant performance in-
terference for the whole system. Moreover, since the super
producer indirectly affects the system performance by using
the collector, it only requires moderate resources to generate
a large amount of provenance data. Hence, existing isolation
mechanisms (e.g., cgroups), which limit the resource usage
of the super producer, cannot effectively stop the PADoS at-
tack.

3.1 Research Challenges

Addressing the super producer threat is conceptually challeng-
ing. One possible solution is to suppress the super producer’s
generation speed of provenance data with some specified
threshold. However, this strategy is not systematic. First, it is
hard to set an effective threshold considering the dynamics of
the systems. Second, attackers may use a set of super-producer
processes to avoid reaching the threshold.

Another straightforward solution is to provide isolation in-
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Figure 1: The design of existing auditing frameworks and the “data integrity vs. efficiency dilemma”.

side the user-space collector. However, this strategy requires
complex user-space logic in the collector, increasing the run-
time overhead and difficulty in adapting to different systems.
Note that simply providing a separate event buffer for differ-
ent processes is not sufficient because other computational
resources, such as the CPU, also need to be isolated. More
importantly, resource isolation or scheduling policy inside
the collector may be inconsistent or conflict with the original
policy made by the OS. Thus, different policies interfere with
each other, causing all of them ineffective.

In summary, we need to redesign the auditing framework ar-
chitecture, which can adaptively suppress the super producer,
isolate provenance data, avoid performance interference, and
respect the OS resource management policies.

3.2 Attack Scenario and Threat Model

We consider a common scenario of a multi-tenant web
server [7] as the potential context for PDoS and PADoS at-
tacks. We suppose that two Internet-facing applications, the
target app and the victim app, from different users, are run-
ning on the server at the same time. These two applications
have their own resource quota (i.e., in separate cgroups).
An auditing framework is running to monitor both the target
app and the victim app. For the PDoS attack, the attacker’s
objective is to disable the auditing framework by attacking
the victim app. Then, the attacker can try to compromise the
target app without leaving traces in the provenance data. For
the PADoS attack, the attacker’s aim is to paralyze the target
app by compromising the victim app.

We define our threat model as follows: the attacker can
transform the victim app into a super producer. This does
not imply that the attacker has to compromise the victim app.
It is enough to generate a large number of requests for a
complex dynamic web application. Moreover, we assume
that the attacker is aware of the auditing framework that is
deployed on the server.

We also make the following assumptions about the security
of the auditing frameworks. First, the kernel modules that
collect provenance data are not vulnerable to attacks. Second,

the provenance data is stored and transmitted securely and
reliably. Third, the user space module that analyzes the prove-
nance data is protected by existing intrusion detection systems
that can alert us if the attacker tries to disable or compromise
the auditing frameworks [20,26]. The protection of the kernel
module, the transmission, and the storage of provenance data
is beyond the scope of this paper.

4 Design of NODROP

This section describes the design of NODROP, which aims
to prevent PDoS and PADoS attacks by attacks by achieving
thread isolation for provenance data processing. Similar to
Sysdig, NODROP captures system call, thread switching, and
system signal events, and allows users to provide custom logic
for processing these events.

4.1 Design Goals
NODROP is designed to address the super producer threat by
satisfying the following properties:
G1 - Zero Data Lost. NODROP must record all provenance
data generated by the system to prevent PDoS attacks.
G2 - Performance Isolation. NODROP must ensure that a
super producer cannot affect overall system performance, pre-
venting attacks such as PADoS.
G3 - Low Overhead. NODROP should not introduce signifi-
cantly higher costs than existing auditing frameworks.

4.2 Design Principles
NODROP is guided by two design principles: self-consuming
execution and synchronized logging buffer.
Self-consuming execution. With NODROP, each thread pro-
cesses its own generated provenance data. This differs from
the centralized processing architecture of current auditing
frameworks and addresses the super producer threat by achiev-
ing resource and data isolation. Each thread uses its own
resource quota to process its provenance data in a dedi-
cated buffer, preventing a super producer from evicting other
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Figure 2: The workflow of NODROP. 1 - 7 are the seven
steps of NODROP to handle a system call event.

threads’ system events or slowing them down by occupying
their resource quota.
Synchronized logging buffer. NODROP allocates a dedicated
logging buffer for each thread and dynamically instruments
provenance data processing logic into each thread when the
buffer is full. This synchronized strategy ensures no prove-
nance data is overwritten or lost, regardless of the super pro-
ducer’s data volume.

These principles are realized through a threadlet-based ap-
proach. A threadlet is a self-contained piece of code that exists
in the memory space of a host thread. NODROP instantiates
provenance data processing logic as a threadlet, inserts it into
the memory of the currently running thread, and consumes
the provenance data stored in the dedicated buffer. This type
of threadlet is referred to as a consumer throughout the paper.

The threadlet-based design of NODROP offers three advan-
tages: (1) It allows NODROP to use each running thread’s re-
source quota to process the provenance data generated by that
thread, without breaking the OS’s resource isolation mecha-
nism or slowing down the entire system. (2) Synchronized
insertion of a threadlet into a running thread’s memory space
provides data isolation, preventing a super producer from ma-
nipulating or overwriting provenance data in other threads.
(3) The threadlet-based architecture is more resource-efficient
and lightweight than a conventional thread, eliminating most
thread switch overhead such as scheduling delay, cache move-
ment, and priority inversion.

In summary, the threadlet-based architecture satisfies three
requirements: 1 all provenance data is collected; 2 a su-
per producer cannot slow down the entire system; and 3
overhead is optimized.

4.3 High-Level Workflow
NODROP consists of two main components: a kernel module
and a user-space consumer. Like other auditing frameworks,
the kernel module intercepts system calls to collect prove-

nance data and stores it in a dedicated logging buffer. The
consumer, implemented as a threadlet, processes the prove-
nance data. In NODROP, provenance data includes three types
of system events: system call, thread switching, and system
signals. This definition is the same as that used by Sysdig [20].

The workflow of how NODROP handles system calls is
shown in Figure 2. When a thread invokes a system call,
the kernel captures it ( 1 ) and executes it ( 2 ). The kernel
module of NODROP then catches and records the system call
in a dedicated in-kernel logging buffer ( 3 ). If the buffer is
not full, NODROP returns control to the host thread ( 4 ). If
the buffer is full or the thread exits, control is passed to the
consumer ( 5 ). Before transferring control, NODROP checks
if there is a consumer in the running thread’s memory. If not,
it first instruments the consumer into the running thread( 5 ∗).
Once the consumer has control, it uses the running thread’s
resource quota to process the transferred provenance data,
providing performance and data isolation between threads
( 6 ). When processing is complete, control is returned to
the original thread ( 7 ). The workflow for handling thread
switching and system signals differs from that for system calls
only in how the kernel is entered ( 1 in Figure 2); all other
steps are the same.

4.4 Design Details

This section describes the detailed design and implementation
of key components in NODROP. Since NODROP ’s kernel
module is similar to that of Sysdig [20], its details are not
discussed. Instead, the focus is on the unique design of the
in-kernel logging buffer (§4.4.1), the user-space consumer
(§4.4.2), and consumer instrumentation (§4.4.3).

4.4.1 In-Kernel Logging Buffer

The in-kernel logging buffer is used to store provenance data
in the kernel, improving the efficiency of auditing frameworks.
When the buffer is full, the consumer consumes provenance
data from the front end. Meanwhile, the kernel module pushes
incoming provenance data to the end of the buffer until the
buffer is full.

NODROP uses a per-thread buffering scheme, allocating
one logging buffer for each thread. This is chosen to meet
design goal G2, which requires isolation of provenance data
from each thread. This buffering scheme naturally distin-
guishes provenance data from every thread.

In NODROP, each system event contains the metadata and
the argument data. The metadata includes the basic attributes
of a system event, such as its type, timestamp, and size of
the system event. The argument data is distinct for different
types of system events. For system call events, each element
in the argument data is the value of a system call parameter.
If the size of the parameter values is large (e.g., the content of
read), NODROP follows the practice of Sysdig by truncating
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the parameter values that are larger than 80 bytes. For thread
switching, the argument data contains the IDs of the previous
thread and the next thread, respectively. For signals, the argu-
ment data contains the signal ID and the process ID, which
captures the signal.

4.4.2 The Consumer

The consumer is designed as a user-defined threadlet function
for processing provenance data. It has one parameter that
points to a copy of the in-kernel logging buffer in user-space
and returns nothing. The key task for NODROP is to ensure
the efficiency and security of the consumer. To achieve this,
the conventional threadlet is improved.
Kernel interaction. To efficiently and correctly pass the in-
kernel logging buffer to the consumer, NODROP uses mmap
to directly map the buffer from the kernel to user space. This
avoids the overhead of copying data and restricts the consumer
from accessing other in-kernel memory.
Memory protection. The key challenge for the consumer
is to ensure that it cannot be compromised by the host pro-
cess. Since the host thread or other parallel threads are in the
same process as the consumer, they could potentially modify
the consumer’s data. To prevent this, NODROP uses a com-
prehensive approach that combines address space random-
ization, an isolated heap, and MPK to protect the consumer.
Figure 3 summarizes the memory protection mechanisms
used by NODROP. The consumer is located in a randomized
memory region with a dedicated protection key. This region
includes a separate stack, heap, and mapped logging buffer.

First, NODROP randomizes the consumer’s address to pre-
vent attackers from obtaining it, making it more difficult to
compromise the consumer. When the consumer is first instru-
mented, NODROP randomly chooses the threadlet’s loading
address, preventing attackers from obtaining the consumer’s
address before the threadlet is run.

Second, NODROP allocates a dedicated heap and stack for
the consumer to prevent memory-overflow-based attacks (e.g.,
ROP) from the host thread. Isolating the heap is challenging
because an attacker could potentially compromise the heap al-
locator that allocates memory from the consumer’s dedicated
heap region. To prevent this, NODROP pre-loads a customized
heap allocator for the consumer that always allocates memory
from the dedicated heap.

Finally, NODROP enforces memory isolation using MPK, a
hardware primitive that achieves in-process memory isolation
by controlling protection keys and their permissions with
a thread-local register called PKRU [89, 107]. To protect the
consumer, NODROP binds a dedicated key to all consumer
memory. By updating the PKRU value, access permission for
that key is enabled at the consumer entry point and disabled
after it exits. Similar to previous approaches using MPK [89,
107], NODROP ensures that the host thread cannot modify
the PKRU register by scanning executable code to validate

Host HeapHost Heap

Host StackHost Stack

Memory Mapping RegionMemory Mapping Region

Executable Code

(b) Structure of Consumer

(a) Memory Layout of host thread

Dedicated HeapDedicated Heap

Global Data
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(c) Memory Protection with MPK

ConsumerConsumer

Host is running
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Figure 3: Memory layout of the host thread (a) and structure of
consumer (b). The consumer is mapped at a random address in the
mmap region of the host thread. The consumer has its own 5 MPK-
protected sections: executable code, global data, dedicated heap
plus stack, and the logging buffer mapped from the kernel.

that it contains no PKRU-related instructions. In NODROP, all
consumers in the same process share the same key. Since the
total number of MPK keys is limited, enough keys are left for
later use. Using one MPK key does not compromise NODROP
’s security because MPK protection is thread-local [54, 89].
Privilege escalation. Sandbox or container threads may have
limited execution privileges. However, suppose the consumer
uses the sandbox or container threads as host threads and
inherits the limited privilege. In that case, it cannot perform
necessary processing on the provenance data, such as writing
the data to files or network [16, 18, 38, 46, 56, 90, 93]. To this
end, NODROP elevates the consumer’s privileges by raising
the RLIMIT and CAPACITY to unlimited and disabling the
SECCOMP. NODROP recovers these privileges when switching
back to the sandbox or container thread.
Atomic execution. Because of the privilege escalation, the
sandbox or container thread may abuse the higher privilege
of the consumer, thus breaking the system security policy. To
avoid such abuse and other data-racing between the consumer
and the application thread, NODROP ensures the atomicity
of the consumer execution by disabling all signals while the
consumer is running. NODROP delays the upcoming signals
until the consumer exits. NODROP enables all signals when
switching back to the sandbox or container thread. At this
moment, NODROP delivers the delayed signals to their han-
dlers of the host thread. Therefore, there is never interleaved
execution between the consumer and the sandbox or container
thread.

4.4.3 Consumer Instrumentation

NODROP blocks the running thread and invokes the consumer
( 5 in Figure 2) when either the in-kernel logging buffer is
full or the running thread exits. The instrumentation process
of the consumer is described in detail here.
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Threadlet initialization. NODROP prepares and initializes
the consumer execution environment when the running thread
traps into the kernel for the first time ( 1 in Figure 2). Specif-
ically, NODROP allocates the space of the in-kernel buffer
and a per-consumer control block. The control block stores
the meta information describing a consumer, including its
running state, the address of the user-defined entry function,
memory layout, and protection key.
Consumer loading. When the consumer is first instrumented,
NODROP loads its binary( 5 ∗ in Figure 2). The loading pro-
cess is similar to that of the execve system call. The kernel
module reads and parses the consumer’s ELF file, allocates
memory space, and loads all segments into memory, as shown
in Figure 3(b). Additionally, NODROP reserves an MPK key
and initializes the consumer control block. This loading phase
only occurs once for each thread, so its overhead does not sig-
nificantly degrade system performance. Furthermore, existing
in-memory template caching techniques can be leveraged to
further optimize this cost [96].
Consumer invocation.When invoking the consumer ( 5 in
Figure 2), NODROP’s kernel module maps the logging buffer,
saves the register context of the running thread, updates PKRU
value, elevates the privilege and finally upcalls to the con-
sumer’s entry point.
Consumer exit. We add a new system call that the consumer
uses to exit ( 7 in Figure 2). This system call does the reverse
of consumer invocation. Concretely, it releases the logging
buffer, recovers the privilege configuration, restores the PKRU
and other registers, and lastly, switches back to the instru-
mented thread.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate whether NODROP can address the
super producer threat without introducing significantly higher
system overhead than existing approaches. Specifically, we
focus on the following questions:

• RQ 1: Can NODROP avoid dropping provenance data?

• RQ 2: Can NODROP prevent a super producer from slow-
ing down other applications?

• RQ 3: What is the run-time overhead of NODROP?

• RQ 4: Can data reduction techniques address the super-
producer threat?

• RQ 5: Can increasing the buffer size address the super-
producer threat?

To ensure the generalizability of our evaluation, we run
experiments on four hardware configurations: 1 CPU core
with 2GB memory (C1 and C5), 4 CPU cores with 8GB mem-
ory (C2 and C6), 16 CPU cores with 32GB memory (C3 and
C7), and 32 CPU cores with 64 GB memory (C4 and C8).

We also conduct our experiments on both physical and vir-
tual machines, resulting in eight different configurations in
total. C1-C4 represent VM configurations, while C5-C8 rep-
resent PM configurations. All machines run OSes of Ubuntu
18.04. NODROP is also tested on other Linux distribution like
openEuler [82] 20.03 which shows the similar results.

5.1 RQ 1: Event Drop

To answer this research question, we first conducted a con-
trolled measurement study on the number of provenance
events dropped by NODROP and pro-performance solutions
such as Sysdig, LTTng, and Linux Audit. Then, we simu-
lated a realistic web server to evaluate how well NODROP can
prevent PDoS attacks.

In the controlled experiment, we launched a bash script
to mimic a super producer that generates a large amount of
provenance data in a short period. The script forks n pro-
cesses, where n is the number of CPU cores, and each process
repeatedly invokes the write system call and performs the
count++ operation. We adjusted the proportion of the write
and count++ operations to control the generation speed of
system call events over 30 seconds. We ran the experiment
on four hardware configurations, on both virtual and physical
machines. The percentage of dropped events represents the
potential success rate of a PDoS attack.

Figure 4(a), 4(b), 4(c), and 4(d) show the results for cases
with 1 CPU core and 2GB memory, and 32 CPU cores with
64 GB memory, on both virtual and physical machines. The
results for other configurations are similar to those shown in
Figure 4, but due to space limitations, we have included them
in our GitHub repository. The x-axis represents the number
of system call events generated by the kernel per second,
while the y-axis represents the number of system call events
processed per second by the user-space component. The gap
between y and x represents the number of events dropped.
The diagonal line in the figure is the ideal line, indicating that
no events have been dropped. The blue dot-dashed line and
magenta dash line represent Sysdig and LTTng, respectively.
We have omitted the line for Linux Audit for clarity, as it
drops nearly all events while the super producer is running.

Our evaluation shows that NODROP drops ZERO events
while a super-producer is running. In Figure 4, the line for
NODROP overlaps with the diagonal line, indicating that
no events have been dropped. In contrast, existing pro-
performance solutions drop most of the generated system
events, allowing for a high success rate for PDoS attacks.
Specifically, on machines with 1 CPU core and 2 GB memory,
Sysdig drops 31% and 33% of system call events on virtual
and physical machines, respectively. On 32-core machines,
Sysdig drops 98.5% and 98.9% of system call events on vir-
tual and physical machines, respectively. Similarly, LTTng
drops 71.9% of total system call events on a 32-core virtual
machine and about 60% of total events on a 32-core physical
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Figure 4: The number of events dropped by NODROP and baselines with different hardware configurations. The x-axis is the number of
generated events in 30 seconds, and the y-axis is the number of events handled by the auditing framework.

machine. LTTng does not drop events on machines with 1
CPU core and 2 GB memory because it adopts a dynamic
buffer mechanism that can hold more events than Sysdig.
However, as we will show in the next section, this design also
causes LTTng to introduce more system overhead than Sysdig.
For Linux Audit, since it is not as well optimized as Sysdig
and LTTng [26], it drops nearly all system call events when
the super producer reaches 1% of its highest event generation
speed.

5.1.1 Preventing PDoS in realistic web-apps:

We evaluated whether NODROP can prevent PDoS attacks by
simulating a production-level web-server. We used the ’web-
serving’ benchmark from CloudSuite as the implementation
of the victim app. This benchmark hosts a production-quality
social networking engine, which we hosted with Apache 2.4,
MariaDB 10.1, PHP 7.4, and Elgg 3.3. The target app was
implemented as a static website that provides a "ping lookup"
service to users, but it had a command line injection vulnera-
bility that allowed attackers to run remote code. We hosted
the target app in a different process of Apache and evaluated
PDoS in two widely adopted resource isolation methods: (1)
the target app and victim app were scheduled and isolated by
the default Linux configuration, which focuses on maximizing
system utilization while providing fairness and performance
isolation in a best-effort way; and (2) the target app and victim
app were in different cgroups with isolated CPU utilization.
All applications were deployed on an Intel Xeon Silver server
with 16 CPU cores, 128 GB memory, and a 10 TB HDD.

Our implemented PDoS attack consists of three steps. First,
we simulate 20 visitors accessing the victim app and turn it
into a super producer. Second, the attacker waits for three
to five minutes to ensure that the auditing frameworks are
overloaded. Third, the attacker initiates a command & control
connection to the target app by exploiting a command line
injection vulnerability. We consider the PDoS attack success-
ful if the auditing frameworks do not record any provenance
data about the command & control connection. For each au-
diting framework, we conduct 120 PDoS attacks and count
how many of them are successful.
Results: Our experiment shows that NODROP can prevent
PDoS attacks, while all three baseline methods are vulnerable
to the PDoS attack. The attack success rates for these baseline

Table 2: Attack success rate of the PDoS attack (#successful/ #at-
tempts)

Sysdig LTTng Linux Audit NODROP

Default 120/120 107/120 120/120 0/120
Cgroup 115/120 107/120 120/120 0/120
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Figure 5: Summary of how the auditing frameworks drop
events with different hardware configurations. The line of
NODROP overlaps with the 100% events received line, indi-
cating no event has been dropped across all configurations.

methods are higher than 90% in all cases, with at least 107
out of 120 PDoS attacks being successful. These results are
shown in Table 2 for both isolation methods. Furthermore,
using cgroup does not prevent the PDoS attack because the
victim app does not exceed its quota, and the collector is
unable to isolate provenance events internally.

5.2 RQ 2: Application Slowdown
To answer this research question, we implemented realistic
PADoS attacks using realistic web applications. In the PADoS
attack, we assumed that the target app and the victim app were
running in different cgroups. We implemented the target app
and the victim app in different cgroups to allow for absolute
isolation between them. An auditing framework was running
in both cgroups to monitor the target app and the victim app.

We implemented the victim app using the same script as
in §5.1, and we implemented the target apps using three
widely used web applications: Nginx [49], Redis [71], and
OpenSSL [95]. By leveraging the script, we were able to
control the generation speed of provenance data in the super
producer (the victim app). We evaluated Sysdig, Linux Audit,
and LTTng to show how they affected the performance of the
target app. To adopt a pro-integrity strategy, we implemented
two additional versions based on Sysdig. The first one, called
Sysdig-Camflow, optimized Camflow using a more efficient
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kernel module from Sysdig while preserving the per-core
thread user-space collector from Camflow. The second one,
called Sysdig-Integrity, integrated synchronized event pro-
cessing [14] into Sysdig to ensure the integrity of provenance
data. Sysdig-Integrity blocked the currently running process
when its event buffer was full and woke it up once the buffer
had been processed. In this way, Sysdig-Integrity ensured
zero event loss and was a guaranteed pro-integrity solution.

We also reported the performance of applications on a
vanilla machine as the "No Consumer" to show the baseline
performance of the system without any auditing frameworks
in the user space. To measure the system performance of our
applications, we ran their corresponding benchmark scripts
and reported the official performance scores reported by the
scripts. This avoided statistical data bias that could have re-
sulted from poorly self-implemented benchmark scripts.

Figure 7 shows detailed results for Nginx with 1 CPU
core and 32 CPU cores on virtual machines. The results for
other configurations are similar, but we have included them
in our GitHub repository due to space constraints. The x-axis
of Figure 7 represents the workload of the super producer,
namely the speed of generated events per second, while the
y-axis represents the official performance score reported by
the benchmark scripts. Since the number of consumer threads
in Sysdig-Camflow equals the number of CPU cores, Sysdig-
Camflow and Sysdig are identical on a single-core machine.
Therefore, we merged the lines for Sysdig-Camflow and Sys-
dig in Figure 7(a). Overall, our experiment showed that an
attacker could paralyze the target app by turning the victim
into a super producer in a different cgroup.

Our experiments showed that (1) NODROP prevents the
PADoS attack, (2) existing pro-integrity solutions suffer from
the PADoS attack across different hardware configurations,
and (3) pro-performance collectors also slow down the tar-
get app. For all three web applications on all eight hardware
configurations, when the workload of the super producer in-
creased, NODROP maintained stable application performance
regardless of the increasing workload from the super produc-
ers. For example, in Figure 7, NODROP was at most 5.1%
slower on a single-core virtual machine and at most 0.5%
slower on a 32 CPU cores virtual machine than the ideal "No
Consumer" baseline. This overhead was also lower than that
of the baselines. This result proves that NODROP is robust
against PADoS attacks. In other words, an attacker cannot
slow down applications in different cgroup by running a
super producer.

We also notice that the pro-performance collectors can also
be vulnerable to the PADoS attack. On the single-core virtual
and physical machines, Sysdig, LTTng, and Linux Audit also
decrease the performance of the target app proportionally
to the event generation speed of the super producer. This is
because Sysdig, LTTng, and Linux Audit limit the resource
usage of their user-space component by allowing only one
user-space thread. Thus, Sysdig, LTTng, and Linux Audit be-

have the same as Sysdig-Camflow on a single-core platform,
making them de facto pro-integrity collectors. Linux Audit
has the worst performance because it relies on Netlink [99]
to pass events from the kernel to the user-space component,
which leads to a less efficient kernel module than other audit-
ing frameworks.

5.2.1 CloudSuite Setting

To further evaluate how well NODROP can prevent PADoS
attacks in a production environment, we also implemented
PADoS attacks using the CloudSuite setting that we used in
§5.1.

Our implemented PADoS attack consisted of three steps.
First, similar to PDoS, the attacker used 20 visitors to gener-
ate a flood of remote requests to the victim app. We further
adjusted the workload of visitors to generate increasing pres-
sure on the victim app. Second, the attacker waited for five
minutes to ensure that the auditing framework had enough
resources. Third, the attacker started a normal DoS attack on
the target app. In this case, the required workload for the DoS
attack on the target app was substantially reduced.

In our experiment, we measured the performance reduction
of the target app to evaluate the effectiveness of the PADoS
attack. To accurately measure the performance of the target
app, we also used wrk [94] to issue HTTP requests to the target
app and reported the number of returned HTTP responses as
its performance metric.

Results: Our evaluation showed that pro-integrity collec-
tors could substantially decrease the performance of the target
app and, thus, amplify possible DoS attacks. We showed the
performance of the target app in Figure 6. Note that the re-
quest sending rate on the x-axis represents the speed at which
requests reach the victim app, not the request processing speed
of the app. To better understand how pro-integrity collectors
decrease the performance of the target app, we plotted the
case of Sysdig and the case of no provenance collectors (No
Consumer) in Figure 6 as baselines.

With the default Linux configuration (Figure 6(a)), we ob-
served that pro-integrity collectors accelerated the DoS attack,
requiring less workload to slow down the target app. Specif-
ically, the curve for No Consumer remained flat when the
system had sufficient spare resources to digest attack traffic.
When the workload exceeded 34K packets/s, however, the
whole system became overloaded, and the performance of the
target app rapidly decreased. However, when provenance col-
lectors were present, the target app had smaller turning points
(for Sysdig, Sysdig-Camflow, and Sysdig-Integrity, these turn-
ing points were 32K, 15K, and 15K, respectively) and much
lower performance than No Consumer. This was because
pro-integrity collectors consumed too many system resources
and competed with other applications, overloading the server
more easily. In general, Figure 6(a) shows that pro-integrity
collectors can amplify DoS attacks since they blindly compete
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producer. The x-axis is the speed of generated events in 30 seconds, and the y-axis is the performance of Nginx, measured in the
number of requests per second.

for resources with other applications.

Figure 6(b) reports the results under cgroup restrictions.
The target app and the victim app had 20% and 80% CPU
utilization limitations, respectively. Consequently, the super
producer could not use up all system resources, and the tar-
get app was not impacted. The flat line for No Consumer in
Figure 6(b) indicates this, showing that the DoS attack was
ineffective. However, pro-integrity collectors compromised
the isolation of cgroup and greatly influenced the target app.
In the case of Sysdig, Sysdig-Camflow, and Sysdig-Integrity,
the worst performance loss for the target app reached 40.1%,
55.6%, and 83.7%, respectively. Please note that placing a
cgroup limitation on provenance collectors would cause a
PADoS attack as studied above. In contrast to existing prove-
nance collectors, NODROP preserved cgroup isolation and
successfully protected the target app from DoS attacks.

5.3 RQ 3: Runtime Overhead

This research question evaluated the runtime overhead of
NODROP by measuring its impact on the OS and on running
applications, both with and without a super producer. We used
Sysdig as a baseline, repeated measurements ten times, and
employed statistical methods, including the Wilcoxon signed-
rank test, to test for significant differences between Sysdig
and NODROP. We used p-value [22] as our evaluation metric
and concluded that results were statistically significant when
p < 0.05.

5.3.1 OS Overhead

Similar to evaluations in other auditing frameworks [86], we
used lmbench [76] to measure the OS overhead of NODROP.
On average, the OS overhead of NODROP was 35% higher
than vanilla Linux across eight different hardware configu-
rations. We also showed the relative overhead percentage
compared to Sysdig for four configurations in Table 3 and left
the results for other configurations in our GitHub repository.

Our experiments show that the OS overhead of NODROP
is similar to that of Sysdig. On average, the OS overhead of
NODROP is 0.2% lower than Sysdig across eight different
hardware configurations. Overall, we cannot find a statisti-
cally significant difference between Sysdig and NODROP. We
conclude that the differences between the OS overhead of
NODROP and Sysdig are mainly due to the randomness of
a dynamic system. The OS overhead measures the perfor-
mance of the kernel modules of NODROP and Sysdig. Since
NODROP implements its kernel module in the same way as
Sysdig, their OS overhead should be the same.

5.3.2 Application Overhead

To answer this research question, we conducted macro-
benchmarks to measure the performance of seven applications,
both with and without a super producer. These applications
can be divided into two categories: the first category includes
I/O-intensive benchmarks such as Nginx [49], Redis [71], and
Postmark [53], as well as two other applications, Django [63]
for Python and http [30] for Golang. The second category
includes CPU-intensive benchmarks, namely OpenSSL [95]
and 7-ZIP [84].
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Table 3: Performance scores of lmbench. All values are shown as
percentages relative to Sysdig. The negative value means NODROP

is faster than Sysdig.

Configurations C1 C4 C5 C8 Ave

Syscall Tests

NULL syscall -8.1% -17% -8.3% -7.9% -10.3%
stat -9.0% +5.5% -1.8% -0.6% -1.5%
fstat +4.2% -1.7% +1.7% +1.6% +2.3%
open/close file -6.1% -2.9% -0.3% -1.8% -2.8%
read file +7.4% +7.1% +4.5% +7.2% +6.6%
write file +7.7% +7.2% +12.5% +12.1% +9.9%

File Access

file create (0K) -15.8% -7.1% -10.0% +2.7% -7.5%
file delete (0K) +0.5% +3.0% -0.7% -0.9% +0.5%
file create (10K) +0.1% +2.9% -3.7% -0.8% -0.4%
file delete (10K) +4.7% +1.5% -0.9% -0.4% +1.2%
pipe +3.0% +0.8% +6.9% +1.3% +3.0%
AF_UNIX +3.8% -10.5% +5.3% +10.1% +2.2%

We use the official benchmark tools with their default set-
tings for different hardware configurations to evaluate their
performance. We repeat each experiment 10 times and mea-
sure the average metrics reported by the benchmarks of each
application. Specifically, We use wrk [94] configured with
1,000 concurrent connections to benchmark Nginx. For Redis,
we use the redis-benchmark configured to send 1,000,000
requests and measure the speed of operation get. For Post-
mark, we use the built-in benchmark with the configuration
of manipulating 500 files concurrently and launching 100,000
transactions. We rely on the Phoronix Test Suite, one of
the most comprehensive benchmark suites of web applica-
tions [64, 101], to benchmark Django and http. For OpenSSL,
We use the built-in speed benchmark configured to utilize
all CPU cores and measure the time to compute one rsa4096
signature. For 7-ZIP, we use the built-in benchmark config-
ured to utilize all CPU cores and measure the compression
speed in MIPS. We report the relative cost of NODROP to
Sysdig for four configurations in Table 4a (without the super
producer) and Table 4b (with the super producer). We also
measure the overhead relative to the vanilla Linux with no
auditing framework running at all. We leave the results of
other configurations in our GitHub repository.

On average, the overhead of NODROP is 6.58% higher than
vanilla Linux and 6.30% lower than Sysdig across eight dif-
ferent configurations. Our statistical analysis confirms the
validity of our data. Both Sysdig and NODROP introduce over-
head compared to vanilla Linux since they record and con-
sume provenance events. However, the overheads of NODROP
to vanilla Linux are relatively less, with overheads less than
15% for all applications except Postmark. The reasons for the
difference in application overheads between NODROP and
Sysdig depend on hardware configurations and application
categories.

For single-core machines (C1 and C5 in Table 4a and

Table 4b), NODROP is more efficient because it eliminates
the process scheduling overhead. With a single-core, the OS
needs to periodically switch to the Sysdig process for prove-
nance data processing, which leads to higher application over-
head.

For multi-core machines, NODROP shows relatively high
performance because it not only eliminates the process switch-
ing cost of Sysdig but also avoids cross-core data transmission.
With multiple cores, the kernel module collects the prove-
nance data on the same core as the running application. How-
ever, the Sysdig process accesses the data in parallel on a
different core. This introduces a notable overhead of cache
coherence across the two cores due to the shared provenance
data buffer. On the contrary, NODROP processes the prove-
nance data on the same core as the in-kernel collector, avoid-
ing the cost of cross-core data transmission.

As shown in Tables 4a and 4b, NODROP offers lower run-
time overhead than Sysdig for applications with many I/O-
intensive processes, such as Nginx, Redis, and http. If there
are more I/O-intensive processes than CPU cores, the Sysdig
auditing processes will compete for computational resources
with the monitored applications. In other words, the audit-
ing processes of Sysdig will interrupt the monitored apps in
the same manner as NODROP. However, NODROP employs
threadlets by design, which add less scheduling overhead than
Sysdig. The fewer the number of CPU cores, the greater the
scheduling overhead for Sysdig. Thus, NODROP is typically
more effective when there are fewer CPU cores. Moreover,
we find that as the number of CPU cores increases, the appli-
cation’s event generation speed decreases due to changes in
application architecture. As a result, NODROP offers lower
runtime overhead in C4 compared to C1.

For CPU-intensive applications such as 7-ZIP, OpenSSL,
and Django, they generate almost no system call events. There-
fore, when there is no super producer, the overheads of both
NODROP and Sysdig compared to vanilla Linux are much
smaller, averaging less than 2% across all configurations.
When a super producer is running, the overhead of NODROP
remains while the overhead of Sysdig increases. This is be-
cause the centralized Sysdig auditing process needs to process
a large number of events generated by the super producer and
will persistently compete for computational resources with
the monitored application.

Sysdig may introduce less runtime overhead to the mon-
itored process when there are spare CPU cores available to
host the centralized auditing processes. In this case, there is no
resource competition between the monitored and auditing pro-
cesses. This is also the case for Postmark in C4 of Tables 4a
and 4b since our Postmark benchmark is single-threaded. Al-
though NODROP shows higher runtime overhead for Postmark
compared to Sysdig, it spares the core that would otherwise
be used to host the Sysdig auditing process and prevents event
dropping.
Kubernetes-managed application. To monitor IO-bound
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(a) Benchmark WITHOUT super producer.

Application Collector C1 C4 C5 C8

Nginx
NODROP 9.80 3.60 11.35 4.84
Sysdig 55.30 5.50 37.64 7.20
DIFF -29.30 -1.80 -19.10 -2.20

Redis
NODROP 8.90 3.10 8.66 2.42
Sysdig 21.00 5.00 21.00 5.70
DIFF -11.10 -2.00 -10.20 -3.10

Postmark
NODROP 25.50 19.10 30.60 20.65
Sysdig 96.30 8.60 95.80 13.50
DIFF -36.00 9.70 -33.30 6.30

Django
(Python)

NODROP 1.30 2.00 1.30 -0.20
Sysdig 1.10 2.30 1.10 0.30
DIFF 0.30 -0.30 0.20 -0.50

http
(Golang)

NODROP 14.10 2.20 14.66 2.71
Sysdig 78.90 2.20 65.70 2.20
DIFF -36.20 0.10 -30.80 0.50

OpenSSL
NODROP 0.60 0.10 0.20 0.70
Sysdig 0.60 0.10 0.20 0.60
DIFF 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.10

7-ZIP
NODROP 0.30 0.80 1.20 0.70
Sysdig 0.20 0.70 1.20 0.70
DIFF 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00

PostgreSQL
NODROP 7.05 3.80 10.20 4.70
Sysdig 15.20 4.70 17.40 4.90
DIFF -7.61 -0.80 -6.50 -0.19

(b) Benchmark WITH super producer.

C1 C4 C5 C8
10.00 3.20 13.15 1.96
51.93 6.28 58.70 3.20

-27.60 -2.90 -28.70 -1.20
3.70 1.20 4.23 0.27

56.17 7.66 61.10 3.80
-33.60 -6.00 -35.30 -3.40
15.10 33.50 14.30 30.20
65.37 6.37 68.58 7.43

-30.40 25.50 -32.20 21.20
1.20 3.30 1.50 1.40

41.14 2.18 47.74 0.90
-28.30 1.10 -31.30 0.50

5.80 4.80 9.80 3.20
47.56 0.48 47.38 0.10

-28.30 4.30 -25.50 3.10
0.80 3.20 0.17 0.08

47.37 5.09 43.30 1.40
-31.60 -1.80 -30.10 -1.30

0.40 1.50 0.20 1.20
50.30 4.86 38.02 3.16

-33.20 -3.20 -27.40 -1.90
11.60 4.50 12.20 6.20
22.30 4.86 25.02 6.30
-9.50 -0.34 -11.40 0.00

Table 4: We measured the processing time per request/transaction for seven representative applications and a Kubernetes-
based PostgreSQL. For each application, the first two lines show the relative runtime overhead (%) compared to vanilla
Linux, where a lower value indicates performance closer to that of vanilla Linux. The third line shows the relative
overhead between NODROP and Sysdig, with values smaller than 0 indicating that NODROP outperforms Sysdig. For
brevity, we denote this as DIFF. We report the mean values across 10 runs, with p-values less than 0.05 shown in bold.

applications and complex systems, we combine PostgreSQL
Operator with Pgpool-II to deploy a PostgreSQL cluster with
query load balancing and connection pooling capability on
Kubernetes [12]. We deploy a Pgpool-II pod that contains a
Pgpool-II container and a Pgpool-II Exporter container. The
Pgpool-II container Docker image is built with streaming
replication mode. We set the replicas to 1, so we have three
pods in total. To test the replication functionality, we use
a benchmark tool called pgbench [11], which comes with
the standard PostgreSQL installation, and we measure the
processing time per transaction. We repeat each test 10 times
for all configurations, and each test lasts for 20 seconds.

Since we implemented the privilege escalation as men-
tioned in §4.4.2, NODROP is able to monitor system behav-
iors inside the Docker container. The results are shown in Ta-
bles 4a and 4b. We find that for each configuration, NODROP
introduces less than 15% overhead compared to vanilla Linux.
On average, NODROP introduces 3.34% lower overhead than
Sysdig. These results show that NODROP is suitable for mon-

itoring Kubernetes-based deployments.

5.4 RQ 4: Effectiveness of Data Reduction
Several log reduction and partitioning techniques, such as
CPR [110], LogGC [66], ProTracer [75], and KCAL [73], do
not solve the data integrity vs. performance dilemma because
they add high computation overhead, amplifying PADoS at-
tacks. To validate their ineffectiveness, we modified Sysdig’s
code by inlining the CPR algorithm into the kernel and called
it Sysdig-CPR.

Design of Sysdig-CPR: Since the CPR algorithm is an
offline algorithm that depends on the global properties of
graphs, we maintain a temporary graph in an extra 8M ker-
nel buffer for each CPU core. The design of Sysdig-CPR is
similar to Sysdig-Integrity, which blocks the currently run-
ning process when the event buffer (kernel and userspace
shared buffer) is full and wakes it up once the buffer has
been processed. Sysdig-CPR does two additional things: it
wakes up a kernel thread to run the CPR algorithm when
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Table 5: Dropping rate of auditing frameworks with maximum
buffer size.

Configuration C1 C4 C5 C8
Linux Audit 99.2% 99.6% 99.1% 99.4%
Sysdig 19.3% 86.1% 25.5% 88.1%
LTTng 0% 49.5% 0% 52.1%

the kernel buffer is full and copies the reduced events to the
shared buffer for consumption; and it notifies the userspace
component to consume the buffer. Sysdig-CPR is available at:
https://github.com/nodropforsecurity/sysdigcpr

Results: Our measurement follows the configurations of
§5.2. We omit Sysdig-CPR for clarity in Figure 7 as well as
our GitHub repository because we find that the performance
curves of Sysdig-CPR in all configurations are stuck on the
horizontal axis. In our experiment, the kernel CPR can handle
2,000 events per second per core, which is consistent with
the original paper [110]. Although it can reduce most of the
events (more than 70%), the super producer can easily gener-
ate 100,000 events per second. This means that the system will
take several seconds to handle the generated events, which
greatly blocks the running applications.

5.5 RQ 5: Effectiveness of Increasing Buffer
Size

One possible approach to avoid event dropping in system
auditing frameworks [3, 4, 104] is to increase the buffer size.
However, this approach is ineffective. We applied this ap-
proach to Sysdig, LTTng, and Linux Audit and evaluated
them as follows. For each CPU core, we set the maximum
applicable buffer size, which is 768M for Sysdig and LTTng
and 77,000 messages for Linux Audit. We cannot increase the
buffer size even larger because the system will crash when
the buffer size exceeds the threshold. In our measurement
shown in Table 5, Sysdig, LTTng, and Linux Audit still drop
events with the same super producer configuration in §5.1.
The dropping rate is 88%, 52%, and 99% for Sysdig, LTTng,
and Linux Audit when the generation speed per core reaches
1.6 million per second. Moreover, as reported by the devel-
opers of Sysdig, increasing the size of the ring buffer may
significantly slow down the whole system [5,104]. According
to our experiment, when increasing buffer size from 8M to
768M, the events generation speed decreases by 35% under
the same stress test.

6 Related Work

Provenance analysis has been widely applied in different secu-
rity tasks, such as APT attack investigation [18, 32–34, 50, 51,
56, 70, 75, 90, 91, 93] and detecting stealthy security risks [19,
27, 37, 40–43, 46, 69, 77, 78, 83, 92, 102, 103, 108]. There are

also methods for precisely and clearly interpreting events to
explain applications’ behaviors [17, 44, 62, 65, 72, 74, 80, 111].
NODROP benefits these tasks by providing a more reliable
data source. Attackers regularly engage in anti-forensic ac-
tivities to cover their tracks [2]. Several cryptographic-based
approaches are proposed to secure logs [8, 28, 52, 85, 86],
but none discuss the security of the user-space component of
auditing frameworks.

Threadlet is a short sequence of instructions with self-
contained memory [58, 59, 67, 87, 88]. NODROP borrows this
concept but implements it differently as a piece of code in-
strumented to a host thread. NODROP provides protections
such as MPK, address randomization, and heap isolation.

7 Discussion

NODROP may allow a malicious process to compromise the
consumer residents in its memory. To this end, we adopt a
comprehensive solution that combines address randomization,
dedicated heap, MPK protection, and ensuring the atomic
execution of the consumer, as discussed in §4.4.2. Thus, al-
though the consumer shares the same memory space as user
applications, they are still protected. We notice that MPK
is available in most of the latest Intel server and client-side
CPUs. ARM, AMD, RISC-V, PowerPC, and Itanium CPUs
[13, 23, 47, 68, 107] also have similar mechanisms.

Although NODROP prevents attackers from slowing down
other applications, the attacker can still slow down a process
by injecting the super producer logic into the process directly.
We consider the thread model of this attack too strong for
NODROP. Indeed, as long as the attacker can compromise a
process, it is straightforward to slow down the process. How
to protect a running process from hijacking is beyond the
scope of this paper.

Windows provides the ETW [100] framework for prove-
nance collection, but it only has a kernel module and leaves
the user-space logic for customization. Thus, we cannot find
an “official” user-space component for ETW. Nevertheless,
the super producer vulnerability is about process scheduling
and isolation, which is general to both Linux and Windows.

8 Conclusion

This paper is the first to identify the super producer threat to
existing auditing frameworks. Through thorough experiments
and case studies, we find attackers can either disable existing
auditing frameworks or paralyze the whole system with a
super producer. Based on our discovery, we propose a novel
auditing framework, NODROP, that addresses the super pro-
ducer threat by providing resource isolation. Our evaluation
shows that NODROP prevents the super producer threat while
introducing 6.30% lower application overhead on average
across eight different hardware configurations than Sysdig.
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